REMOVE ETHANOL FROM POISENED FUEL
I am often asked, “how do you remove ethanol from fuel”?
The answer on how “I” remove ethanol from a gasoline blend is simple.
Ethanol tester.
My tester is an olive jar. I used a hacksaw and make a line ---- mark in the glass at
the bottom ¼ location of the jar. If the jar is 8” tall I make a line at the 2” level
from the bottom.
-Now add water up to the mark in the jar.
-Add your blended fuel not quite to the top.
Put the cap on and gently shake the jar till the water and fuel are very thoroughly
mixed.
-Let the jar sit on a level surface for a few minutes.
If the water level is now above the mark you have ethanol laced fuel.
Let this sit for say approx 20 minutes then pour off the fuel leaving the
water/alcohol mix behind.
Now repeat the steps using the fuel you just removed from the jar.
This will verify the complete removal of ethanol.
For larger quantity, say a gallon, I’ll use a quart of water.
I’m not really sure if the ratio really needs to be 4 to 1 but that’s what I use.
I’ve “polished” as much as 5 gallons at a time with excellent results.
Now, I’m absolutely positive this method will not work for anybody else so I
would strongly recommend that you do not perform the above steps to remove
ethanol from your fuel. It’s dangerous and does not work. You should use fuel as
it comes from a US Government approved / licensed / authorized dispensing
facility. They know what’s best for us citizens and what’s best for your
application.
If you have a question for me, do not hesitate to contact me.
airtech@air-techinc.com
Thanks
bever

